
Preface to the Proceedings
The MT Summits have been established as the meeting place for people and
companies with a professional interest in machine translation and other tools for
translation, be it researchers, developers, providers, users, or watchers who want to be
abreast of new developments.

This MT Summit VIII, which is the first MT Summit conference of the new
century, contributes strongly to this tradition by bringing researchers, users and
providers together for a multi-facetted week in Galicia. The programme features 68
papers, of which 6 will be presented in a poster session.

The term machine translation, MT, is interpreted in its widest sense at the MT
Summits, and in the three sister organisations, EAMT, AAMT and AMTA, in charge
of the MT Summits. This means that first of all MT refers not only to the original
FAHQ (Fully Automatic High Quality) visions and their possible implementation, but
also other tools for translation, be it translation memory, alignment, example-based
machine translation, etc. But secondly, MT Summits cover language technology for
other multilingual purposes than translation proper, in particular multilingual
language technology, e.g. multilingual text generation, and multilingual information
retrieval.

In this way, the MT Summits are responding to the development in society
where communication is becoming more and more electronic, and more and more
global, and hence across languages or multilingual.  The Internet contributes of course
greatly to this development by providing access to content in all languages, thereby
creating a need for tools for translation or other multilingual treatment. The fact that
the Internet is decreasingly English-language supports this demand. The Internet itself
obviously also becomes a prime test case for machine translation, MT on the Web .
All these developments are mirrored in the papers presented at this Summit.

One of the key aspects of this conference programme is the number of papers
dealing with practical solutions. Experienced users are presenting their approaches to
workflow management, to the use of auxiliary tools etc. Providers are presenting the
newest developments, and a very important trend is the focus on creating tools for the
production of MT. This concerns particularly methods and tools for the creation of
large dictionaries or knowledge bases, be at the end-users' place or at the MT
providers. It is with great pleasure that the programme committee has read and
accepted these papers, as the only practical way forward to the creation of MT for all
languages is the existence and use of tools for the provision of the basic resources. In
this respect the work on standards for linguistic resources and of conversion tools is
also important.

It is important to know how to measure progress during the development of an
MT system. It is also important for users to be able to measure which system or which
combination of systems best suits their needs. This whole question of evaluation of
MT has always been a hot topic, and again this year we are happy to have a track on
evaluation running over two days.

Apart from paper and poster presentations, there are three invited speakers,
one from each region. Giovanni B. Varile, European Commission, Information
Society DG, will share his ideas of the methods used by a funding agency to obtain
good tools for MT/multilinguality. Susanne Andersson, Sun Microsystems,
Multilingual Information Services, takes us to the private sector and the globalisation,
and describes the visions for the translation pipeline in a company working with a



large number of languages. Finally, Hitoshi Iida, Sony Computer Science
Laboratories will provide insights and visions about speech translation.

The fact that researchers and users with explicit needs are brought together at
the summit, and the fact that there are a fair number of research presentations as well
as a fair number of what we called practical presentations above, provides an
excellent opportunity for mutual feedback. The programme committee and the
organisers hope that we have been able to create an environment for interesting
discussions and maybe even for the creation of new partnerships.

Before closing, I first want to thank all of the programme committee for their
invaluable contribution, and for their excellent feedback to the authors during the
review process. The committee members are listed at the end of this preface.

Secondly, I want to thank Trine Esdahl and Christian Meyer at Center for
Sprogteknologi who worked hard to overcome the technical challenges associated
with the production of these proceedings.
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